
 

 

        

World Day for Grandparents and the Elderly: As he sat down to teach, Jesus “looked up and saw a large crowd coming toward him. He 

said to Philip: ‘Where are we to buy bread for these people to eat?’”. Jesus did not just teach the crowd; he was also alert to the 

hunger present in their lives. In response, he fed them with five barley loaves and two fish provided by a young man nearby. 

Afterwards, since there was bread left over, he told his disciples to gather up the fragments, “so that nothing may be lost”.   On this 

Day devoted to grandparents and the elderly, let us reflect on those three moments: Jesus sees the crowd’s hunger; Jesus shares the 

bread; Jesus asks that the leftovers be collected. Three moments that can be summed up in three verbs: to see, to share, to preserve.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

The first one: to see. At the start of his account, the evangelist John points out that Jesus looked up and saw the crowds, who were 

hungry after having traveled so far to see him. That is how the miracle begins: with the gaze of Jesus, who is neither indifferent nor 

too busy to sense the hunger felt by a weary humanity. Jesus cares about us; he is concerned for us; he wants to satisfy our hunger for 

life, love and happiness. In his eyes, we see God’s own way of seeing things. His gaze is caring; he is sensitive to us and to the hopes 

we hold in our hearts. It recognizes our weariness and the hope that keeps us going. It understands the needs of each person. For in 

God’s eyes, there are no anonymous crowds, only individuals with their own hunger and thirst. Jesus’ gaze is contemplative. He looks 

into our lives; he sees and understands.                                                                                                                                                                       

Our grandparents and the elderly have looked at our lives with that same gaze. That is how they cared for us, ever since we were 

children. Despite lives of hard work and sacrifice, they were never too busy for us, or indifferent to us. They looked at us with care and 

tender love. When we were growing up and felt misunderstood or fearful about life’s challenges, they kept an eye on us; they knew 

what we were feeling, our hidden tears and secret dreams. They held us in their arms and sat us on their knees. That love helped us 

grow into adulthood. And what about us? How do we see our grandparents and elderly persons? When was the last time we visited or 

telephoned an elderly person in order to show our closeness and to benefit from what they have to tell us? I worry when I see a 

society full of people in constant motion, too caught up in their own affairs to have time for a glance, a greeting or a hug. I worry 

about a society where individuals are simply part of a nameless crowd, where we can no longer look up and recognize one another. 

Our grandparents, who nourished our own lives, now hunger for our attention and our love; they long for our closeness. Let us lift up 

our eyes and see them, even as Jesus sees us.                                                                                                                                                                                

The second verb: to share. Seeing the people’s hunger, Jesus wants to feed them. Yet this only happens thanks to a young man who 

offers his five loaves of bread and two fish. How touching it is, that at the heart of this miracle, by which some five thousand adults 

were fed, we find a young person willing to share what he had. Today, we need a new covenant between young and old. We need to 

share the treasure of life, to dream together, to overcome conflicts between generations and to prepare a future for everyone. 

Without such a covenantal sharing of life, dreams and future, we risk dying of hunger, as broken relationships, loneliness, selfishness 

and the forces of disintegration gradually increase. In our societies, we have frequently surrendered to the notion of “every man for 

himself”. But this is deadly! The Gospel bids us share what we are and what we possess, for only in this way will we find fulfilment. I 

have often mentioned the words of the prophet Joel about young and old coming together. Young people, as prophets of the future, 

who treasure their own history. The elderly, who continue to dream and share their experience with the young, without standing in 

their way. Young and old, the treasure of tradition and the freshness of the Spirit. Young and old together. In society and in the 

Church, together.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

The third verb: to preserve. After the crowds had eaten, the Gospel relates that much bread was left over. So Jesus tells the disciples: 

“Gather up the fragments, that nothing may be lost”. This reveals the heart of God: not only does he give us more than we need, but 

he is also concerned that nothing be lost, not even a fragment. A morsel of bread may seem a little thing, but in God’s eyes, nothing is 

meant to be thrown away. Even more so, no person is ever to be discarded. We need to make this prophetic summons heard among 

ourselves and in our world: gather, preserve with care, protect. Grandparents and the elderly are not leftovers from life, scraps to be 

discarded. They are precious pieces of bread left on the table of life that can still nourish us with a fragrance that we have lost, “the 

fragrance of mercy and of memory”. Let us not lose the memory preserved by the elderly, for we are children of that history, and 

without roots, we will wither. They protected us as we grew, and now it is up to us to protect their lives, to alleviate their difficulties, 

to attend to their needs and to ensure that they are helped in daily life and not feel alone. Let us ask ourselves: “Have I visited my 

grandparents, my elderly relatives, the older people in my neighborhood? Have I listened to them? Have I spent time with them?” Let 

us protect them, so that nothing of their lives and dreams may be lost. May we never regret that we were insufficiently attentive to 

those who loved us and gave us life…  St Peter's Basilica Sunday, 25 July 2021      

Prayer is not asking. It is a longing of the soul. It is daily admission of one's weakness. It is better in prayer to have a heart without 

words than words without a heart…Mahatma Gandhi    



“Faith is a seed, and every seed contains in germ the future harvest. Provided that we put away from faith all that can diminish and 

tarnish it; that we develop it by prayer and practice, that we constantly give it the occasion of manifesting itself in love, faith places in 

our hands the substance of the joys to come and gives birth to unshaken confidence.” The point, here, is that faith is not simply a 

propositional assent. Its effect is not automatic, as in some of the simpler Protestant ideas of it. It must be lived – it must be cultivated 

if it is to bear fruit.      

Are you perfectly happy, or are you still looking for perfect happiness? Most people are still actively searching for true and lasting 

happiness but are looking in the wrong places. It’s easy to be misled into believing that happiness is found in money, rank, or renown. 

While these things are not inherently bad and can in fact be used to do much good, they will, in the final analysis, not bring a 

happiness that endures. Once we realize that nothing less than a complete union with God will satisfy our souls, we will not let 

transitory things distract or disappoint us. This is because then, according to Fulton Sheen, you put no more hope in things than they 

can bear. You cease looking for first-rate joys where there are only tenth-rate pleasures. In addition to addressing the topic of joy vs. 

pleasure in Finding True Happiness, Fulton Sheen also helps us gain the right perspective on things such as loneliness and the secret of 

sanctity. This brings us to our ultimate purpose, which is found in God alone. Only by losing oneself in God, will we find our true 

selves-- and true happiness along with it… Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen  

A Thought For the Day                                                                                                                                                                                      

Sunday            Humility, that low, sweet root, from which all heavenly virtues shoot.                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Monday          Every moment and every event of every man's life on earth plants something in his soul.                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Tuesday          First keep peace with yourself, then you can also bring peace to others.                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Wednesday    What is Grace…. Grace is the presence of God.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Thursday        Once you begin to believe there is help "out there," you will know it to be true.                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friday              Words which do not give the light of Christ increase the darkness.                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Saturday         Prayer unites us with Christ. Simply open your hearts to him. Simply accept what he sends you. 

Pride: It is in vain, oh men, that you seek within yourselves the cure for all your miseries. All your insight has led to the 

knowledge that it is not in yourselves that you discover the true and the good. The philosophers promised them to you, but 

they were not able to keep that promise. They do not know what your true good is or what your nature is. How should they 

have provided you with a cure for ills which they have not even understood? Your principal maladies are pride, which cuts you 

off from God, and sensuality, which binds you to the earth. And they have done nothing but foster at least one of these 

maladies. If they have given you God for your object, it has been to pander to your pride. They have made you think you were 

like him and resemble him by your nature. And those who have grasped the vanity of such a pretension have cast you down in 

the other abyss by making you believe that your nature is like that of the beast of the field and have led you to seek your good 

in lust, which is the lot of animals… St. Blaise Pascal 

Learning about Pain: Human nature’s tendency is to avoid pain at all costs. If pain is unavoidable, we clench our teeth and try to 

endure it. If pain continues, we try to shield ourselves with layer upon layer of bandages. Herein lies the problem: Wounds that 

are kept bound up, cannot heal. Infection sets in and the pain intensifies, or scar tissues form, causing numbness. In my own 

life, scar tissue had formed. I became numb. And because I was numb to my own feelings. I was also oblivious to the feelings of 

others. Then one day, I asked the Lord to remove the bandages and perform surgery on my heart. So He cut my heart of stone 

and gave me a heart of flesh. Now that I can feel again, I have a decision to make: Am I going once again to shield myself in self-

defense, or will I embrace the pain that comes my way? To make my choice, I must have God’s discernment, because I have 

learned that not all pain is bad. Sometimes pain is purifying (Gold is purified by fire). Sometimes pain promotes ministry (others 

are helped by some who has been where they are). I know without a doubt that by being able to feel someone else's pain, is 

what enables me to intercede on their behalf. So Lord, I will not ask you to remove pain from my life. I do ask you for the 

wisdom to know what to do with it when it comes. 

In His Will is Our Peace                                                                                                                                                                                                          
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